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BORN WITH 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

Since 1949 RCF has been at the forefront of the audio industry constantly innovating in technology to develop 
groundbreaking products for every professional audio need. Thanks to our great heritage we are one of only a few 
loudspeakers manufacturers worldwide who have the ability to completely design and manufacture transducers, 
speaker systems, amplification, cabinets and control electronics. This allows us to offer innovative projects with finite 
control of each detail and to create the components that perfectly match each other for every product. 
The same care and attention has been used for the Mytho Series, a brand new line of reference monitors that combine 
the legendary quality and reliability of RCF precision transducers with the latest development in digital amplification 
technology and acoustic design.

BRINGING OUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO ATTITUDE TO THE STUDIO

A studio reference monitor is the key tool for the recording engineer to transform a live sound performance in a mix 
that will be played by people at their home or on their portable players. This concept was the foundation of our 
designing process for the Mytho speakers. In our history we had the opportunity to explore and manufacture live 
sound products, hi-fi products and also to introduce some notable technologycal innovations in the studio recording 
technology such as the integrated tweeter-mdrange system in our 1990 RCF SDC6000 studio monitors. 
This is why we decided to combine our state of the art active live sound systems experience with our 30 plus 
years of  hi-fi audio heritage to create a studio monitor which represents the connection between this two 
worlds. 
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ICC TECHNOLOGY

The Mytho woofers feature a unique “Impedance Control Coil” technology. A secondary 
coil wound on the speaker yoke and driven in opposite phase to the primary coil has the 
function of cancelling the primary coil inductance, increasing the speaker sensitivity and 
reducing the speaker distortion. A primary effect of this technology is the improvement 
of the temporal behaviour of the speaker, improving the crossover transition from the 
woofer to the tweeter and resulting in incredible midrange accuracy and perfect phase 
linearity.

NEODYMIUM VENTED  WOOFERS

The neodymium Mytho woofers feature a large sized 51 mm 
voice coil. This guarantees very high energy for tight and 
controlled bass reproduction and perfect thermal stability 
with minimum power compression  
The magnetic circuit features a special air ventilation to 
reduce  air compression, air noises and minimize distortion 
in large excursion situations.

ALUMINUM CABINET

The die cast aluminium cabinet is the result of many years of experience. The cabinet 
is internally braced and reinforced to improve low frequencies behaviour and reduce 
resonances. The internal volume is maximised in comparison with more traditional 
wooden cabinets. The external shape of the cabinet is precisely designed to minimize edge 
reflections. The front baffle integrates a “precision directivity” wave-guide designed to 
improve the treble dynamics and create uniform high frequency dispersion. Special attention 
has been dedicated to the bass reflex air port design. The cabinet vertical angle can be 
adjusted to optimise the orientation for the listening position.
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HIGH DEFINITION TWEETER

Mytho monitors features high quality metal dome tweeter. 
The dome is large for the best vocal reproduction and the 
design represent the state of the art for high frequencies 
definition. During production each single tweeter is 
measured and selected trough many accurate performance 
testing.

DEDICATED POWER

Mytho monitors are true active speakers: two separate amplifiers power the transducers, 
200 Watt power for the low frequencies and 100 Watt drive the trebles.
The design is a classic analogue AB circuit, unparalleled for low distortion and natural 
sound.

DSP PROCESSING

The signal processing is executed from a dedicated high quality Dsp processing. The 
numerical choice guarantees fine crossover tuning and accurate multipoint two way 

equalization independent from temperature and component tolerances. Soft amplifier 
clipping and transducers protections are integrated in the Dsp processing.
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ACTIVE 2 WAY 6.5” DSP MONITORING SYSTEM

INPUT BOARD 

The Mytho input boards features all the controls to 
accurately set up the system in every situation:

- Balanced XLR signal input
- Sensitivity control, to adjust the speaker sensitivity from
 –6 dBu to +6 dBu

- Treble and bass mute, to mute and listen single transducers
- Treble tilt control, to adjust treble level at 1 dB steps

- Bass tilt control, to adjust bass level at 1 dB steps
- Bass roll off control, to high pass low frequency with four different 

filters
- Desktop correction, to correct various speaker positioning

TECHNOLOGY AND CRAFTMANSHIP

In RCF, technology stands side by side with crafmanship.
Along with the most advanced production technology 
an impressive staff of skilled workers builds an check 
every component of our products in our main factory and 
headquarters in Italy.
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True active 200 Watt + 100 Watt class AB design
Dedicated Dsp processing

Fully featured input board
 6.5” neodymium ICC vented woofer

1” aluminium dome tweeter 
Constant directivity wave-guide

Die cast aluminium cabinet
Reflection free cabinet design
Low distortion reflex port
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True active 200 Watt + 100 Watt class AB design
Dedicated Dsp processing

Fully featured input board
8” neodymium ICC vented woofer

1” aluminium dome tweeter
Constant directivity wave-guide

Die cast aluminium cabinet
Reflection free cabinet design

Low distortion reflex port
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TUNED ONE BY ONE

Even small differences in level or sound coloration from 
speaker to speaker can make very hard the work of the 
sound engineer. Each component of Mytho speakers is 
carefully tested during the production process. The assembly 
is accurate in every detail. The final testing comprise a 
special procedure where each single speaker is measured 
in detail and small differences in level or coloration are 
corrected writing a dedicated Dsp correction file in the input 
board memory; thanks to this calibration process each single 
speaker perfectly mach each other.

ACTIVE 2 WAY 8” DSP MONITORING SYSTEM
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40 Hz - 20 kHz
114 dB

110°
70°

1”neo, metal dome
6.5”neo, ICC tech.

combo xlr-jack
-6 dBu / + 6 dBu

 
1900 Hz
thermal, excurs., rms
soft limiter
bass tilt, roll-off, trebele tilt,
desktop, dsp controlled
 

100 Watt
200 Watt
convection
vde

 
370 mm 

265 mm
250 mm

10.5 Kg 
die cast aluminium

orientation adjustable 
stand

35 Hz - 20 kHz
116 dB

110°
70°

1”neo, metal dome
8”neo, ICC tech.

combo xlr-jack
-6 dBu / + 6 dBu

 
1800 Hz

thermal, excurs., rms
soft limiter

bass tilt, roll-off, trebele tilt,
desktop, dsp controlled

 
100 Watt

200 Watt
convection

vde

 

430 mm 
310 mm

300 mm
13 Kg 

die cast aluminium
orientation adjustable 

stand

ACOUSTICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency Resp.

Max SPL
Horizontal coverage angle

Vertical coverage angle
Compression Driver

Woofer

INPUT SECTION
Input connector
Input sensitivity

PROCESSOR SECTION
Crossover frequencies

Protections
Limiter

Controls

 
AMPLIFIER

High frequencies
Low frequencies

Cooling
Connection

PHISICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Height
Width
Depth
Weight
Cabinet

Hardware
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RCF S.p.A. Italy
tel. +39 0522 274 411
e-mail: info@rcf.it

RCF UK
tel. 0844 745 1234
Int. +44  870 626 3142
e-mail: info@rcfaudio.co.uk

RCF France
tel. +33 1 49 01 02 31
e-mail: rcffrance@aol.com

RCF Germany
tel. +49 2203 925370
e-mail: germany@rcf.it

RCF USA Inc. 
tel. +1 (603) 926-4604
e-mail: info@rcf-usa.com

RCF Spain
tel. +34 91 817 42 66
e-mail: info@rcfaudio.es

www.rcfaudio.com

HEADQUARTERS:


